
MULTI SPORT COMPLEX BUSINESS PLAN

The Supreme Courts multi sport complex business plan executive summary. The Supreme Courts is a sports and fitness
facility offering indoor court sports.

We have "something for everyone" and that will attract families that want to become members of the facility
as well as families who simply want a few hours of fun every now and again. Instead, we will focus our
marketing strategies on those market segments who match our offerings. Besides providing an excellent value
to our customers, The Supreme Courts is determined to create an unmatched sporting atmosphere that will add
to the enjoyment of every member and employee of the facility. These people will also be the main target for
summer camps and activities that allow for fun and education for the children while the parents enjoy some
relatively cheap babysitting. Hardcore Fitness Buffs: another market segment for our facility will be those who
view themselves as dedicated fitness gurus. Families: this is a smaller, but important market segment for our
facility. This stand-alone store format, which is similar to a typical neighbourhood grocery store, has gained
wide market acceptance and serves communities marked by the absence of organized retail. Multisport clubs,
like The Supreme Courts, averaged over 2, members per club. This service will be offered to the facility users
for a very minimal fee. This company was founded by Mark Hughes in July  The simple daily walk-in fee will
make The Supreme Courts a very attractive place to workout for these people. It is our mission to provide the
best programs, staff, and equipment, to fully meet the various sports and fitness needs of our members, while
generating a profit for the owners and investors. Besides providing an excellent value to our customers, The
Supreme Courts is determined to create an unmatched sporting atmosphere that will add to the enjoyment of
every member and employee of the facility. Mike Clarkson Sport Complex will make sure that the right
foundation, structures and processes are put in place to ensure that our staff welfare are well taken of. There
are currently no other sports facilities like this one anywhere in the Las Vegas Valley. We are set to become
the number one choice for both corporate clients and individual clients in the whole of Asheville â€” North
Carolina which is why we have made provisions for effective publicity and advertisement of our sports and
recreation facility. Senior Citizens: this market segment will be our fastest growing market as more senior
citizens are retiring to Henderson than any other group. This fitness and lifestyle center will include
top-of-the-line equipment in free weights, machine weights, and aerobic machines. It would be hard to create a
sales forecast with a newly opened business like sports and recreation facility. Users will pass through the pro
shop upon entering and exiting the facility. The better the atmosphere, and the more people to watch them, the
more gym rats are attracted to a facility. From to , memberships at health clubs rose from  If additional staff
are required, this person will hire and train those people in accordance with The Supreme Courts policies.
These hardwood courts will be manufactured and installed by the industry leader, Robbins Sport Surfaces, and
will be the premier sports floors in all of Henderson. From to , memberships at health clubs rose from  To
develop good business strategies, perform a SWOT analysis of your business. We know that if that is put in
place, we will be able to successfully hire and retain the best hands we can get in the industry; they will be
more committed to help us build the business of our dreams. Pro Business Plans has extensive experience
working directly with multi-sport complex companies and understanding the specific dynamics that move
their business model. Users will pass through the pro shop upon entering and exiting the facility.


